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Recursion over Realizability Structures* 
ROBERTO M. AMADIO 
Dipartimento di Znformatica Corso Italia 40, I-56125, Piss, Italy 
Realizability structures play a major role in the metamathematics of intuitionistic 
systems and they are a basic tool in the extraction of the computational content of 
constructive proofs. Besides their rich categorical structure and effectiveness proper- 
ties provide a privileged mathematical setting for the semantics of data types of 
programming languages. In this paper we emphasize the modelling of recursive 
definitions of programs and types. A realizability model for a language including 
Girard’s system F and an operator of recursion on types is given and some of its 
local properties are studied. Q 1991 Academic press, hc. 
A few historical remarks are appropriate to understand the relevance of 
realizability structures in logic and to discuss the possibility of building on 
them mathematical theories of computation well-suited for the study of 
programming languages. In his pioneering work Kleene (1945) proposed 
an interpretation of intuitionistic arithmetic over the structure (0, .) of 
natural numbers equipped with a partial operation of application delined 
as: n .rn = (n}(m), where ( } is a godel-numbering of the partial recursive 
functions. Such interpretation provides a standard link between construc- 
tive logic and classical recursion theory. The relevant property of (0, .) is 
that of being a partial combinatory algebra (see, e.g., Barendregt, 1984) 
hence providing the basic operations of functional computing, i.e., abstrac- 
tion, application, pairing, projection etcetera. 
A variety of systems have been interpreted over these algebraic structures 
(Troelstra, 1973; McCarty, 1985) with a wide fallout of metamathematical 
results, in particular the consistency of intuitionistic theories with a number 
of principles, e.g., Church’s thesis, Markov’s principle, uniformity principle, 
axiom of dependent choice (see Troelstra and Van Dalen, 1988, for an 
up-to-date account). A first important application (not considered here) of 
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realizability methods to computer science arises in the area of progranz 
s~r&zesis. Various forms of realizability (see Hayashi and Nakano, 1988, 
for a discussion of the pragmatic) represent a well-suited tool for extracting 
the computational content of constructive proofs. 
The basic ideas of realizability also reappear in various approaches to an 
abstract theory of computation, notably and foremost in Malcev’s category 
of numbered sets. An enumerated set is a set A equipped with an onto map- 
ping eA : w  + A (i.e., an enumeration), and a morphism in the category is 
a set theoretic function f: A -+ B s.t. 34 E w  V’n E o f(eA(n)) = e,(b . n)). The 
search for categories with stronger closure properties led to the inventions 
of the category of partial equivalence relations (appearing in various forms 
from Kreisel, 1959, to Scott, 1976) and the effective topos (Hyland, 1982). 
Now it is a well-known result (Moggi, 1986; Hyland, 1988; Carboni et 
al., 1987; Longo and Moggi, 1988) that the category of partial equivalence 
relations (per) over a partial combinatory algebra (pea) can be seen as an 
internal small “complete” category of the effective topos and indeed of 
other simpler structures. 
This property leads to interpretations of (impredicative) higher order 
lambda calculi that imply their logical and equational consistency. 
The richness of the categorical structure and the computational intuition 
underlying the notion of morphism suggest the adoption of a realizability 
universe as a setting for the semantics of data types of programming 
languages. Nevertheless an aspect of programming languages, that is not 
adequately taken into account in the mentioned categories, is that of 
divergent computations. Indeed the introduction of unbounded iterations is 
a canonical choice in the design of a programming language as the issues 
of flexibility and expressivity of the formalism usually have priority on the 
complication of the programming logic. 
In this paper we consider the problem of interpreting fixed point com- 
binators for terms and types over a realizability model of higher order 
lambda calculi; in particular we are interested in extensions of the second- 
order lambda calculus (Girard, 1972; Reynolds, 1974, Sect. 2). 
Dependent types are not considered for various rather pragmatical 
reasons, namely: (i) their categorical treatment is still under development, 
(ii) their introduction would entail difficulties that are somehow orthogonal 
to the problems considered here, (iii) typed languages with divergent com- 
putations and dependent types are hard to type-check. 
Indeed we are interested in A-calculi that admit a static type checking 
discipline in which type information disappears at runtime. Realizability 
models are particularly well-suited for such languages as the two stages of 
compilation and execution are clearly separated in the interpretation. 
In particular we will consider per’s over a l-model (Section 1) rather 
than over a pea; in this case it is easy to relate the interpretation of a typed 
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term with that of its type-free “erasure.” Indeed the interpretations of the 
typed terms are equivalence classes of type-free denotations; intuitively 
such equivalence classes are composed of exactly those elements that under 
the type restrictions behave in the same way. This observation will be a 
starting point for the study of the local structure of the models (Section 6). 
In particular we give sufficient conditions for (i) equating typed terms, (ii) 
determining “unsolvable types,” and (iii) analysing type containments. 
The second basic and non-standard assumption on the realizability 
structure concern the satisfaction of certain topological properties (working 
in subcategories of complete partial orders). This is hardly an original 
approach as it was introduced by Dana Scott some twenty years ago, the 
challenging point is rather to find an harmonic combination of the 
topological structures with the categorical constructions of the per-models 
(Sections 3-5). 
Although the paper is essentially about mathematical structures the 
inspiring ideas come from the need for an explanation and elucidation of 
certain linguistic constructs in functional programming. Besides the study 
of the local and global properties of the models provides non-trivial prin- 
ciples to reason about and to optimize programs. In view of the growing 
interest for the notion of inheritance we should also mention that the 
formal theory underlying the analysis of type-containments (6.3; see also 
Amadio, 1989) extends to recursive types the one proposed in Bruce and 
Longo, 1988). 
1. SOME STRUCTURES FOR COMPUTATIONS 
In this paragraph the categories more relevant for our goals are intro- 
duced and an analysis of their properties and relationships is undertaken. 
Familiarity with elementary category theory and the construction of the 
D, A-model is assumed. 
1.1. Realizability Structures 
When working in the category of complete partial orders (cpo) Cc 
denotes the cpo of continuous functions over the cpo C. 
Let D be a cpo s.t. DD is a retract of D by means of the pair (i: DD + D, 
j: D + DD) satisfying: jo i= id&*). Such a reflexive object is a I-model 
(see, e.g., Barendregt, 1984). The natural operation of application on D is 
defined asf.d=, j(f)(d) ( Eabr.fd). 
From the previous assumptions it is possible to prove that D x D is a 
retract of D by means of the pair [ 1: D x D --) D, p: D -+ D x D satisfying 
PO C I= idDxD. 
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As usual cX,.Y] =abr. [ I((4 Y)) and PiX=abr. nn,(P(X)) (i’ 1, 2 n, 
Cartesian projection). 
Some of the constructions will take place over a I-model built by means 
of an inverse limit construction (Scott, 1972), as usual we denote such 
A-model with D, . 
Consider a functor F on the category of cpo’s and projection pairs that 
on objects is defined as F(D) =d (DD)+ (D x D) + At, where: + is the 
coalesced sum on cpo’s and At is a non-trivial cpo of atomic values. On 
morphisms (i.e., projection pairs (i,j): D --) Eo, i: D + E, j: E--r D, 
j 0 i = id and i oj < id) F is defined by means of an obvious combination of 
the standard functors iD. DD, AD. D x D, and llD. At. 
D, g (02) + (D, x D,) + At is the initial fixed-point of the functor F, 
i.e., the initial F-algebra. More concretely, it is built out as the colimit of 
the w-diagram: 
Do= (4, Dn+, = (D,D”) + (D, x D,) + At and the uniquely 
determined projection pairs (i,, + 1, j,, + 1 ): D, + D, + I. 
Conventions and basic properties. Let (i,, j,) denote the projective pair 
between D, and D,. If dg D, then d, =d i,(j,(d)). We refer to the set 
(d E D,/3n > 0 d= d,,} as the collection of approximating elements. In par- 
ticular, given an element dg D, its approximating elements are {d,Jn 2 O}. 
The name seems appropriate as d = U, >,, d,. 
Of course, this A-model satisfies the previous condition (*); in particular 
each element de D, can be seen, up to isomorphism and exclusively, as 
either a function or a pair or an atomic value with the exception of 1. 
Let k: D, -+ (D?) + (D, x D,m) + At be such an isomorphism then (in 
a semi-formal notation): 
j(d) =A if “k(d) is a function” then k(d) else Ix. I, 
P(X) =Ll if “k(x) is a pair” then k(x) else (I, I). 
The related injections i: 02 + D, and [ , 1: D, x D, + D, are obvious. 
Also recall that the application defined as f. e =ilj(f)(e) satisfies S.e = 
Un-W+&J. 
Keeping in mind the morphism component of the functor F, it is not 
difficult to prove that 
dn+~e=4+~en=(deJn and CX,Ylf!+, = [x,3 Ynl. 
1.2. Objects 
We define the objects of certain related categories, they will be the 
denotations of the types of our languages. 
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1.2.1. DEFINITION. Let A denote a binary relation over D. A is 
(1) a partial equivalence relation (per) if it is symmetric and 
transitive; 
(2) pointed if (I, I) E A; 
(3) complete if given X directed in A v XE A; 
(4) uniform if dAe * Vn < o d, Ae,, 
where it is intended that the realizability structure is a A-model in cpo for 
cases (2), (3) and the previously defined D, for case (4). 
Terminology. If we assume (1) and combine the three remaining condi- 
tions we get eight kinds of per’s. Being interested in fixed-points at all types 
we will focus on pointed categories. In particular we will consider 
cper z abr. pointed, complete per, and cuper = abr. pointed, complete, uniform 
per. For our analysis we will also refer to per, zabr. pointed per and 
uper =abr. pointed, uniform per. Perhaps cpper etcetera would be more 
appropriate acronyms, however, since the non-pointed cases are not con- 
sidered here, we prefer to follow the tradition coming from domain theory 
where we speak of cpo’s and not of cppo’s. By no means does this imply 
that the non-pointed cases should be neglected. Sometimes we subscript the 
acronym with the realizability structure, e.g., per,. 
Remark. Note that cper’s and uper’s are never empty. Besides if A is a 
cper then A and its domain (i.e., {d/(d, d) E A}) are cpo’s respectively in 
D x D and D. Also observe that each equivalence class is closed under sup’s 
of directed sets. 
1.3. Morphisms 
Let dAe = abr, (d, e) EA; [dlA denotes the equivalence class of d in A, 
D/A = { [d],/dAd) (the quotient space). Denote with C one of the eight 
categories that can be obtained by considering as objects per’s satisfying 
any combination (possibly empty) of the properties of pointedness, com- 
pleteness and uniformity and the following as morphisms: for A, B in C 
C[A,B]=, (f:D/A-+D/B/3~~DVd~DdAd+~d~f([d],)}. 
The morphisms of the category C are the set theoretic functions between 
the quotient spaces that are realized by some representable function. 
1.4. Closure Properties 
(1) C is a Cartesian closed category. 
(2) The objects of C are closed under arbitrary set-theoretic inter- 
sections. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by showing that pointedness, completeness, 
and uniformity are independent properties of a per. 
(1) A terminal object is: { (ID, I,)). Define the product as: dA x Be 
iff pi dAp, e and p,dBp?e. This is clearly a per. Suppose IAl and IBl 
then IA x B..L, since pl = (I, I). Suppose A, B are complete; let X be a 
directed set, Xc A x B. 
Define Xi= { (p,x,p,y)/(x, JJ) EX} for i= 1,2. Then X, and X, are 
directed sets respectively in A and B. Hence (d, , e,) =d U X, E A 
and (d2, e2) =d u X2~ B. Now just observe that the function 
Pi = 1(x, y) (pix, p,~) is continuous hence: P,(u X) = u Pi(X) = U X, = 
(di, e,), for i= 1, 2. Suppose A and B are uniform. Some case analysis 
is needed; in particular if x = [x,, x2] and y = [yl, ~~1, use the fact: 
CX,Yln+I = CX,,YJ. 
As an exercise define the projections and show that A x B is a categorical 
product. Define the exponent as: fBAg iff Vde, dAe*fdBge. BA is trivially 
a per. Note that IBl. implies lBAl as j(l) = Ax. 1. Suppose A, B 
complete and let X= { (fi, gj)/io Z} be a directed set in BA. Note that, 
e.g., if dAd then (lJi,,fi)d=Ui,,(fid)~Dom(B). Besides Vde, dAe* 
{UX gie)liEZ) is a directed set in B. Now just observe that: U X= 
(Uie, .A Uislgi) E BA -A vde(dAe * (Uic, W), Ui.1 (gie)) E 4. 
Assume A, B uniform andfBAg,f,+ r BAg, + , od Vde( dAe * fn + , dBg, + , e). 
Now dAe GG- d, Ae, =j fd,, Bge, 3 (fd,,), B( ge,)n s f, + , dBg, + , e, since A 
and B are uniform and fn + id = (fd,), The case n = 0 is trivial. 
Complete the proof by constructing a natural isomorphism between the 
horn-functors C[ ~ x A, B] and C[ ~, BA]. 
(2) The closure under intersection is immediate. Q.E.D. 
Notes. Let us concentrate for a moment on cuper’s. There are no 
mathematical problems in adding other standard data-type constructors 
like coalesced sum and lifting modulo a suitable definition of the under- 
lying D, I-model. 
It is also possible to give slightly more refined interpretations of the data 
types, e.g., following the so-called F-semantics define the exponent of A, B 
as BAn F2, where F=, (d/d=i(j(d))) (observe that F is a cuper and 
BAnF2zBA). 
1.5. The Frame Category 
The category C lives inside a simple set-theoretic realizability universe 
(Carboni et al., 1987; Longo and Moggi, 1988) of D-sets. This category is 
a natural frame to speak about the completeness properties of the category 
C (Hyland, 1988) and to interpret higher order extensions of the second 
order A-calculus (e.g., Girard’s system Fu). It is also an essential tool to 
show that our interpretation satisfies certain categorical properties, e.g., the 
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interpretation of the second-order quantification is, following Lawvere, the 
right adjoint of the diagonal functor (see 1.6). Nevertheless the reader can 
safely ignore all these important facts as they are not used in the following 
sections. 
1.51. DEFINITION. The large category D-set has a objects: Ob,-,, = 
{(S t-s)/ t-,EDXX s t se and, Vs E S, 3d~ Dd t--s s} and as morphisms: 
D-setUs, hh (K HI 
1.5.2. Facts (for category theorists). D-set is a (locally-) Cartesian 
closed category, has all finite limits, and is a quasi-topos. It can be seen as 
the full subcategory of the ( - --) separated objects of the effective topos 
built over D. Also the category of sets can be fully ad faithfully embedded 
in D-set by a means of a functor A that to a set S associates the D-set 
(S, D x S). 
C is equivalent to the full sub-ccc M, (M for modest, after Scott) of the 
objects (S, ks) satisfying: 
(i) d k s s and d t-S t + s = t (i.e., ks is a single-valued relation from 
D into S), 
(ii) the per A defined as: dAe iff 3s d, e l-s s is an object of C. 
Besides C can be seen as an internal category of D-set. 
A quite relevant issue, raised by one of the referees, concerns the internal 
definability of the full subcategories of per’s considered. This is a fascinating 
question open to further investigation. Note that in c(u) per we lose the 
existence of equalizers and initial object; this is an unavoidable compromise 
towards an interpretation of a fixed point combinator. Indeed a ccc with 
fix-points and an initial object is inconsistent (Huwig and Poigne, 1986). 
1.6. Models for Higher Order Lambda Calculi 
Various definitions of models for the pure second-order lambda calculus 
have appeared in the literature. Bruce and Meyer (1984) propose an 
elementary definition based on the notion of “second-order frame.” The 
approach is not very informative w.r.t. the “structural properties” needed to 
construct a second-order model. Moggi (1986) and Seely (1988) give 
categorical definitions based, respectively, on notions of internal and 
indexed category theory. Every model in the sense of Moggi can be trans- 
lated in a model according to Seely (see, e.g., Asperti and Longo 1990). We 
only give the frame for the Bruce-Meyer interpretation; however, we stress 
that the structures considered lead to models also in the natural categorical 
sense. 
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1.6.1. The algebra of polymorphic types. Define: 
The collection of types: T=, Ob, 
The function space constructor: A+B=, BA 
The operators over types: [T-t T] =d (F/F: T+ Tin Set} 
The indexed product: Il(f’)=d fl~e~f’(A). 
1.6.2. Remark. It has been pointed out by several people that the inter- 
pretation of an indexed product as an intersection is a consequence of a 
generalized version of the uniformly principle: 
(UP) VEln, R(X, n) + 3nVX, R(X, n), where n ranges over N 
(natural numbers) and X over p(N). To have some feeling of this 
fact consider our interpretation as living inside the category D-set. 
Then T, the collection of types, is represented by the D-set A(Ob,) 
and types are modest sets (see 1.5.2). Assume that F, the type 
constructor, is a constant function, say VAF(A) = B, B non- 
trivial, then we should have (with some abuse of notation) 
n(F) = B z BT. This is in general false in Set but holds in D-Set 
as BT is inhabitated only by constant functions. 
1.6.3. The second-order extensional model. 
Domains: VA E T, DOIll, =d D/A 
Term application: VA, BET, •A~,:DomA,.xDomA-+Dom, 
[f 18” l A,B [d]A =A VitlB 
Type application: VFE[T-,T], l F:Domn(F)xT--rUAErDOmF(A) 
CflncF, l F A =A [f&A). 
Note that the operations of application are extensionat hence the inter- 
pretation of an abstraction is uniquely determined by its applicative 
behavior. This is the key observation to show that this is a second- 
order (extensional) I-model (more details in, e.g., Breazu-Tannen and 
Coquand, 1988). 
2. A FIXED-POINT EXTENSION OF THE SECOND-ORDER 
?kC~~cu~us AND ITS INTERPRETATION 
The syntax of a second-order lambda calculus extended with a fixed- 
point combinator on terms is defined, it represents the core of a functional 
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language with explicit polymorphism. The interpretation of the language in 
the category of c(u) per’s is specified; some local properties of the model 
are considered in Section 6. The operational properties of the calculus are 
studied in Amadio (1988) w.r.t. head reduction mechanism of evaluation. 
2.1. Types 
Denote with T,,, a countable collection of types variables (t, s, . ..} 
then the collection T, of types is inductively defined as follows: 
T, ::= Tvar NT, -, TJI Wv,, . TJ 
2.2. Well-Typed Terms 
Assume for each type c1 a countable collection of variables x’, y’, . . . . Of 
course xa: CI (read as xa has type a). The system is presented in a natural 
deduction style: 
(+z)M:p=(AX”.M):a+p (+E)M:ct+~,N:a*(MN):~ 
(Vz)M:a*(~t~M):Vt-a’ (V’E) M: vt . o! a (A@): [fi/t] lx 
(Fix)M:a+a*(Y,M):a, 
Assume the usual j(q) rules of conversion and the fixed-point rule: 
YM = M( YM). 
2.3. A Fixed-Point Operator 
A least fixed-point operator Fix can be defined in the A-model D as 
follows: Fix=, UnCo [lz.z”llD, where: [ ID is the interpretation of 
closed, type free L-terms in the J-model D and [ IID = d ID. 
The reader can check that: 
(i) Fix is well defined, 
(ii) Fixf=f(Fixf)=U,,,f”l is the least fixed point off: 
Working in cper we can also define a fixed-point operator on each 
semantic type; for each A cper let: 
We hasten to state that this is a correct definition. 
2.3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a cper, then: 
(1) Fix,., is well defined, i.e., [Fix](,,,,,, is not empty. 
(2) Given FEcper[A, A], Fix, F= F(Fix, F). 
’ I not free in the type of a variable free in M. 
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ProoJ: (1) Observe that: {([AZ .znl], [Az~z”IJ)},,, is a chain 
in (A*A)=A as: Vn Vf&AAg *f”lAg”l. Then by completeness: 
FixEDom((A=A)=>A). 
(2) We just recall that: [flea l A,B [dlA =d cfdlB, this allows to 
exploit the properties of Fix. Q.E.D. 
2.4. Interpretation 
The following interpretation works for all the categories considered with 
the exception of the Y clause where C can be only cper or cuper. Given a 
type-environment: q: T,,,, + T, the type interpretation is defined as follows: 
Dl, = v(t) 
Ca -+ PI, = Cd, * CPI, 
Cvt .a], = IIW E T-Cal,CAlrI) 
Let q: TV,, + T, p: TypedVar -+ uAE r Dam,, where p(x”) E DomCol,,,. 
Then w.r.t. the well-typed term the term interpretation is inductively defined 
as follows: 
CXUl,, = PW 
CJxn.NBlpq= {~EDl(dlal,d~~d~CNPI,C(Cd7C?,7~),x”,~)) 
CN”‘Q%q = C~m’Pl,, .A,B CPUI,,~ 
where A = [a], and B= [/?I, 
[At. NPlpll = (4 E WA E T vde D, WE C~plptlC~,,,} 
C~v”“Blp~ = WY,, l F CBlv, 
where F=AA E T.[a],,CA,r,. 
[YarMa+“]p.rl=FixA l B,A [Ma+‘lpq, 
where A = [alq and B= [(a + a) + a]?. 
Note. Both at syntactic and semantic levels one can introduce a notion 
of environment; working in a concrete category we prefer this more 
manageable notation. 
3. COMPLETIONS AND INDUCTIVE TYPES 
In this paragraph we concentrate on an analysis of the relationships 
among the subcategories of per’s introduced in Section 1. In particular, we 
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show that cper, is reflective in per,, and uper,, is reflective in cuperDao 
(3.3). A first application of this result follows concerning an interpretation 
of inductive types. 
Let us recall that a subcategory C of Cc is called reflective in C’ (see, e.g., 
MacLane, 1972) when the inclusion functor Incl: C -+ C’ has a left adjoint. 
Equivalently one has to build a functor F: c’ + C and a natural 
isomorphism between the horn-functors C[F-, -1 and C’[-, Incl-J. 
Suppose Cc C’ c per, where c stands for subcategory and C, C’ are 
two of the subcategories of per introduced in Section 1. In trying to define 
F:C’+C we can be tempted to set: F(A)=d n (R/BEOb, and BzA3. 
This is well defined as Ob, is closed under arbitrary set-theoretic intersec- 
tions and O* E Ob,. However, it is not always the case that F can be 
extended to a functor left adjoint of the inclusion functor, e.g., consider the 
case C’ = cper and C = cuper. 
In the following we consider two favourable situations for C’ being per, 
or uper and C being, respectively, cper or cuper. For the sake of brevity set 
for A per, A=, n {B/Bcper, Bz A}. 
In the first place we need an inductive characterization of A. Define for 
R binary relation on D: 
Sup(R) =d { UX/X directed in R > (Directed closure). 
TC( R) = d 0 {S/S 2 R and (xSy and ySz * xSz) > (Transitive closure). 
Observe that: 
(a) Both Sup and TC preserve symmetry and pointedness. 
(b) TCoSup:per, -+per.. Whereas in general Sup(A) is neither 
transitive nor complete. 
Given A per, let A’=d TC(Sup(A)). 
3.1. LEMMA. A cper can be obtained from A per, by iterating the ’ 
operation up to some ordinal B. In other terms define by transfinite induction: 
AO=/, A 
A Ct+l=d (A,)’ 
A,=, Ux<p A, (p limit ordinal). 
Then for some /3Aa = A. 
Proof NotethatAzA’zAandA’=A=>A’isacper. Q.E.D. 
3.2. LEMMA. (1) If A and B are per, then BA G B*. 
(2) Zf A is an uper then A is a cuper. 
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ProoJ (1) The other inclusion does not hold. Preliminary recall that 
it is possible to give an inductive definition of TC that closes at ordinal w, 
hence if x TC(R) y then there is a finite sequence x 5 w,, w2, . . . . ~1, z y such 
that wiRwi+ I for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. 
By 3.1 38 ordinal (A = A,, B = Bp). We prove by translinite induction on 
y that: 
4BArC/ =s cjB;+. 
If y = 0. Trivial. 
If y = a + 1. We have to show: Vd, e (dA,e =z. qbdB,$e). Suppose dA,e and 
consider three cases: 
(i) dA,e. Then by ind. hyp. #dB,ll/e and therefore ddB,$e. 
(ii) (d, e) E hp(A,)\A,. Then (d, e) =d U X for some directed set 
X in A,. In particular, d = U X, and e = U X,, where 
x, =‘4 {Xl/(% ?TJ E X} and X2 =d (xZ/(x,, x2) E X} are 
directed in Dom(A,). By continuity {(4x,, $xZ)/(xl, x2) E X} 
is a directed set in B, and hence (#d, t,be) = (&U X, ), 
NJ X,)1 = (U (IX,), U (Ii/X,)) E Sup(R) c 4. 
(iii) (d, e) $ Sup(A,). Then there exists a finite sequence that con- 
nects d to e in Sup(A,). We get the thesis by applying (ii) to 
each step of the path connecting d to e and the transitivity 
of B,. 
If y is a limit ordinal then the inductive hypothesis immediately applies. 
(2) We show by transfinite induction that, for each ordinal y, A, is 
uniform. The base and limit cases are trivial. 
Suppose y = a + 1. If dA,e then apply the ind . hyp. 
If (x, Y)ESU~(A,)\A, then (x, y)= lJ X, X directed in A,. Let 
X, “A {(u,, w,)/(v, w) E X}, observe that X,, E A,, as A, is uniform by ind. 
hyp. and X, is directed, being the image of a directed set via a monotone 
function. Therefore (x,, y,) = u X, E Sup(A,). 
If (x, JI)E A,\Sup(A,) then to relate the nth approximants of the 
extremes of the connecting sequence use the n th approximants of the inter- 
mediate elements that exist by the analysis of the previous case. Q.E.D. 
3.3. THEOREM. cper, is reflective in per,, and uper,, is reflective in 
cuperDoo . 
Prooj Define F: periD -+ cper, as follows: F(A) = A, if f: A + B is a 
morphism realized by 4 then F(f): A -+ B is the (unique morphism) 
realized by 4. Notice that this is well defined by virtue of 3.2(l). It is easy 
to check that indeed this is a functor. Besides Lemma 3.2(2) tells us that 
the restriction of F to uperDm gives a functor from uperDor; to cuper,,,. 
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To show the existence of the natural isomorphisms it is enough to show 
that: 
(a) A per,, B cper 3 BA = B* (b) A uper, B cuper * BA = B*. 
(a) One inclusion is trivial as: A ?A + BA 3 B*. For the other 
observe B = B and apply 3.2( 1). (b) This is just a subcase of (a). Q.E.D. 
Having defined natural completions of per, to cper and uper to cuper as 
an application, we briefly discuss the (standard) semantics of inductive 
types. 
3.4. DEFINITION (Inductive and recursiue types). A variable I occurs 
positively (negatively) in a type a, Pos(t, a) (Neg(t, a)), if all its free 
occurrences are on the left-hand side of an even (odd) number of +‘s. Add 
to the rules for generating types (2.1) the following clause: 
a type, Pos( t, a) * pt . CI type. 
We call the new collection of types so obtained inductioe types. 
For all p 5 pit. a(t) the language contains two constants, fold, and 
unfold, s.t. 
M: a(p) a fold,M:p and M: p * unfold, M:a(p), 
whose computational behavior is determined by the equations: 
fold, (unfold+) = x and unfold, (fold,x) = x. 
Recursive types are simply obtained by dropping the condition Pos(t, a) in 
the previous clause. 
The study of inductive definitions over the structures of arithmetic and 
analysis was also started by Kleene and continued by Spector. Generaliza- 
tions of the main results to a more abstract framework were developed in 
the 70’s (see, e.g., Moschovakis, 1974). A variety of structures in mathe- 
matics and computer science (e.g., natural numbers, lists, trees) admit an 
inductive definition. Mendler (1988) recently reconsidered the problem in 
the framework of type theory. He proved that inductive types are exactly 
the recursive types that, when added to the pure second-order I-calculus, 
preserve the property of strong normalization of the typable I-terms. 
Let us notice that in general if C is one of the subcategories of per intro- 
duced in Section 1 then (the collection of objects of) C is a complete lattice 
w.r.t. the partial order given by set-theoretic containment (C has arbitrary 
glb’s, i.e., intersections, and hence arbitrary lub’s). However, the property 
of completeness is not preserved under arbitrary unions, therefore the lub’s 
are actually computed as completions of set-theoretic unions. 
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3.5. DEFINITION. Let r be a monotone operator over C. Define by 
transfinite induction: 
b=,nc 
r r+l =Ll r(ra) 
r, =d u {I’,/a <h} for 1 limit ordinal (check that this is always well 
defined). 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let r be a monotone operator over C, then there is a 
least ci s.t. r, + I = r, and r, is the least fixed point (lfp) of r. 
Proof The existence of such ordinal CI is shown by an obvious 
cardinality argument. Besides suppose I’A = A then observe A 2 r, by 
translinite induction over the ordinal y. Q.E.D. 
We wish to extend the type-interpretation in 2.4 by setting 
Cw 4, =z, WAA . C~l,Ca,,,). (*I 
A rigourous treatment requires the introduction of a new interpretation: 
[ I’: Ret Type -+ (Tenv -+ (C u { 7 })), 
where 7 stands for undefined and Ret Type are the recursive types. The 
idea is that [ 1’ coincides with [ ] on Type (see 2.4) and interprets recur- 
sive types according to clause (*) whenever this makes sense. It is intended 
that the interpretation of a type is defined if all the interpretations of its 
subtypes are defined. 
It is an obvious exercise to complete the following definition: 
[a-+/?]; =d [/I]bt”]‘” if both a and /? interpretations are defined, t 
O.W. 
[pt .a]:, =d lfp(T) if r= AA. [a]icAlrl is monotone and [a]’ is defined, 
t O.W. 
Eventually we need the following: 
3.7. PROPOSITION. [ J’ extends [ ] on T, and it is definedfor every induc- 
tive type. 
Proof A standard induction on the structure of a. Q.E.D. 
Notes. (1) We have given a standard interpretation of inductive types, 
in Section 4 we will show that working in cuper it can be extended to an 
interpretation of recursive types. 
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(2) The study of the relationships between second-order and inductive 
definitions lies outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless it appears that 
the natural setting for this study are the non-pointed categories, as in the 
other cases the relationship between propositions and (data-)types is 
definitely lost; e.g., there is no relation in c(u)per between Vt . (a(t) + t) -+ t 
and pt. a(t), where Pos(t, a(t)) (recall that if a(t) is a first-order formula of 
arithmetic then the previous formulae “define” the same structure). 
4. CONTRACTIVE OPERATORS AND RECURSIVE TYPES 
It is a well known fact that truly recursive definitions of data types are 
relevant in the practice of programming languages’ theory (e.g., denota- 
tional semantics). Suppose we are interested in a cper A s.t. A E BA. Taking 
a set-theoretic approach one could try to express A as the “limit” of a 
sequence of cper’s (A,},,, iteratively defined as A,, , = BAn. It is readily 
realized that the antimonotinicity, in its first argument, of the exponentia- 
tion operator does not lead to any conclusive result about the asymptotic 
behaviour of the sequence (as for a categorical point of view remember that 
the exponent functor is contravariant anyway). 
Still there is a chance that the succession is convergent with respect to 
some metric over the space of cper’s. This idea is developed in MacQueen 
et al. (1986) w.r.t. to the space of ideals, that can be characterized as cper’s 
closed downward, hence with just one equivalence class (this is not a model 
for the second-order A-calculus though, see Cartwright, 1984; Martini, 
1988, for other solutions, as yet, unrelated to realizability models). 
A notion of closeness is introduced that exploits the stepwise construc- 
tion of the underlying D, I-model. Roughly speaking the closeness of two 
ideals is the greatest stage of the construction (if there is one) at which they 
still coincide. 
Starting from this observation an (ultra-)metric is obtained for which the 
space is complete. The next obvious step is to check if by chance the 
operators we are considering are contractiue as this would lead to a 
(unique) solution of fix-point equations by means of Banach’s theorem 
(Banach, 1922). 
In extending this approach to cper’s the following problem arises: two 
cper’s can coincide at every stage of the construction of D, but wildly differ 
at the limit (this is not the case for ideals because of the downward close- 
ness). Therefore we are naturally led to add a uniformity condition, 
namely: dAe = Vn d, Ae,, i.e., the category of cuper’s. 
For people familiar with MacQueen et al. (1986), we emphasize that our 
metric refers to the approximating elements rather then the finite ones, 
hence we can work in arbitrary cpo’s. On the other hand, we just consider 
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a metric naturally suggested by the D, construction rather than an 
arbitrary one generated by a “rank map.” These two choices entail, we 
hope, a synthetic and elementary exposition. 
Last but not least we would like to comment on the question: what have 
metric spaces got to do with realizability structures? Probably nothing. We 
are just using certain familiar notions from the theory of metric spaces to 
show the convergence of certain sequences to a limit that has, we think, a 
clear computational intuition (see 5.6). 
4.1. DEFINITION (Closeness). We define a function c: cuper’ + o u 
(cc }. Assume, for A cuper, A,, --abr, A n (iJO,))’ (see 1.1; henceforth we 
ambigously denote D, and i,(D,) with D,). If A # B then c(A, B)= 
max{n/A,, = B,,} and c(A, B) = co O.W. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. (1) The definition is correct as given A, B cuper’s: 
A=BoVnA,,=B,,. 
(2) VA, B, Ccuper’s c(A, C)>min{c(A, B), c(B, C)}. 
ProoJ (1) Immediate. (2) Observe: A,, = B,, and B,, = C,, =+ Alk = 
Clk , where k = min { n, m ). Q.E.D. 
4.3. DEFINITION (Distance). d: cuper2 + R +. If A # B then d(A, B) = 
exp(2, -c(A, B)) and d(A, B) = 0 O.W. 
4.4. THEOREM. (1) (cuper, d) is a metric space, indeed an ultra-metric. 
(2) It is complete. 
Proof. (1) The only remarkable point is that a stronger form of the 
triangular inequality can be proved, namely: VA, B, C d(A, C) G 
max{d(A, B), d(B, C)}. This is immediate from 4.2 (2). 
Note. This kind of metrics also arise when dealing with spaces of 
infinite labelled trees (Arnold and Nivat, 1980). They are compact if, 
roughly speaking, the collection of distinct objects up to the nth stage is 
finite (like in the case At is finite, see 1.1). 
(2) Let b&L- be a Cauchy sequence, i.e., VE >O, 3n,, 
Vn,m>n,d(A,, A,)<&. We will build A=lim{A,},,, by stages. Note 
that: VN > 0, b(N), Vn > n(N), A,,, is constant. 
Let Apr,=, (A.,,,(,). {Apr,],,, is a chain of cuper’s. Let 
B=, U (4rN)N<w and define A as the completion of the uper B to a 
cuper, i.e., A = B. To prove that indeed A is the limit it is enough to show 
that Vk, Apr,= A,k; i.e., the operation of completion does not add new 
approximating elements to B. Note that this is false for a generic uper but 
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holds for B as Aprk is a cuper. The proof proceeds by a rather simple trans- 
finite induction on the construction of A from B (see Lemma 3.2). Q.E.D. 
4.5. Note. Let (X, d) be a metric space. l? X-, X is contractiue (and 
hence uniformly continuous) if there is a u s.t. 0 <IC < 1 and Vx, y E X, 
d(T(x), T(y)) < K~(x, y). r is also said non-expansive if Vx, y E X, d(T(x), 
f(y)) 6 d(x, y). Banach’s theorem states that a contractive operator f over 
a complete metric space admits a unique fixed point that can be “com- 
puted” as the limit of the Cauchy succession {m(x)},,, for an arbitrary 
x E x. 
In our model the space of type operators coincides with that of all set- 
theoretic functions (1.6.1); therefore the only possibility of applying 
Banach’s theorem comes from looking at a restricted class of definable 
operators. 
Assume the following natural distances on (check left to the reader; see 
also 4.9): 
Cartesian product: VA, A’, B, B’ cuper’s, d( (A, B), (A’, B’)) =d 
max( d( A, A’), d( B, B’)); 
functional space:.VF, G: cuper --) cuper, d( F, G) = d max { d( F( A), G(A))/ 
A cuper } . 
Then the following proposition shows that the exponentiation is contrac- 
tive and the indexed product (or intersection) is nonexpansive. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. VA, A’, B, B’ cuper’s, VF, G: cuper + cuper, 
(1) 4BA, BIA) < (l/2) d((A, B), (A’, B’)) 
(2) WI (F), n: (G)) < d(F, G). 
Proof. (1) Note that: A ,k = Aik and B,, = Bik + BG+ 1 = B’$+ 1. 
(2) Observe: Ul {f’(A)lA cwer))lk z (0 {GWA cwer})lk => 
34 F(A),, Z G(A),, Q.E.D. 
Now we set 
Cw 4, =A WlA. C4+i,r, ) (lfp = abr. least fixed point). 
Rigorously speaking we change the algebra of polymorphic types (see 
1.6.1) so that [T--f T] is the collection of contractive maps plus the iden- 
tity and we extend the algebra by requiring a fixed point operator 
fix: [T+ T] + T. Of course we have to check that Vaq, LA. [cx],,~~,~~ E 
[T + T]; this is exactly the contents of the following lemma. 
As for terms’ interpretation, since we are solving recursive type equations 
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up-to-equality, the constants fold,,., and unfold,,.. (see 3.4) will be just the 
identity morphism on the interpretation of ,ut , CI. 
Also note that similar results of contraction can be obtained for other 
type constructors like product and sum, module a suitable construction of 
the D, model (the reader can check that in our case the product is 
contractive). 
4.7. LEMMA. Denote with (An) a n-tuple A,, . . . . A,, of cuper’s and with 
(tn) a n-tuple t 1, . . . . t, of type variables. Then Vcr type, Vn E co, Vq type 
environmen 1: 
(1) 4(A4T (Bn))~d(Calrlt(an)l(m)l, C4a~~Bn~,~md. 
(2) The operator 1A . [a],,CA,,l is either contractive or the identity. 
Proof. We proceed by combined induction on the structure of a. 
a is a variable. Trivial case analysis. 
u~a,-ra,. 
(1) 4h + aJ~~~An~~~m~~ y Cal -+ 4rlc~Bnll~tn~l 
= ~(C~ZI~C(A~),(,~)~C~,I~~,~~,,~~~~,~ Ca ll,,..,,,,,,Ca,l~~~~~~,~~~,~~. 
Apply ind. hyp. on a, and a2 and the contractivity of the exponentia- 
tion (4.6). 
(2) By 4.6 and (1) in this case the operator is always contractive. 
a 3 t’s * fl. The only interesting case is if s # t. 
(1) W’s . Blrlccanv,m,I 5 b’s . PlrlCmm~,) = 4/‘-L CPlvC~m,w,~,s, 7 
nA cm vC~Bn~l~tn~,a,s). APPLY ind. hyp. and 4.6(2). 
(2) Assume t E FV(/?) (o.w. it is trivial). We need some “look-ahead”: 
either /I - QtI . . . Qt, . t (Q ::= V 1 p) and the operator is the identity or 
B=Qtl ... Qt, . PI + p2 and the operator is contractive. 
a = ps * fl. We just analyse the case: s # t. 
where: 6 =d ~4 . CPlrlC~An,l~m,,Pltl and G =d ~4 CP14ccBnjlctnJ,Alt~ are, by 
ind. hyp. and case analysis, etther both the identity or both contractive. 
Consider the second case and recall that Lfp(T,) = lim, c o rJ’( I ). Prove, 
using ind. hyp. on fl, that: Vn, d(T;(I), r;(L))Gd((An), (Bn)); the thesis 
immediately follows. 
(2) The operator is: AA . Lfp(lB . [/3],talt B,s,). Interesting case: 
t, s E WB) and AB. CBI,W WI contractive. Use again the characterization 
of the Ifp. Q.E.D. 
4.8. Remarks. (1) Over inductive types and in the category of cuper’s 
this interpretation coincides with that given in Section 3 as both interpret 
a type pt. a as the feast fixed point of the related operator: LA [a],,CAirl. 
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In particular in cuper the closure ordinal of such an operator is at most o 
(it is easy to prove this fact exploiting 5.6). 
(2) The models obtained using the categories of cper’s and cuper’s 
are quite different. Consider, e.g., the type Vt ’ t + t. In cper its interpreta- 
tion contains only two elements, namely I and identity. In cuper there are 
an infinity of “non-standard’ elements, e.g., the previous ones and all the 
nth approximations of the identity since id, [Vt . t -+ t] id, iff VA, Vd, e, 
dAe S- id,dA id,e that holds since A is a cuper and id,e = e,- ,. 
(3) The interpretation over cper of pure second-order types is 
contained in that over cuper for all closed n: types. A closed n: 
type a is always equal to one of the shape Vt, . ..Vt..cx-+ ... --rcx,+ ti 
(0~~ quantifier free for j= 1, . . . . m). Hence observe that: [alCper = 
nAl ...Ancper F(A1, . . . . An) and [~l]~“~~‘= nA1 ...Ancuper F(A1, . . . . An), where 
F is an operator on c(u) per’s defined as F(A1, . . . . An)=, 
Cal + f ” + am + til [Al/rl,....An/tn)* In general this property fails as the 
arrow is contravariant; e.g., compute the interpretations of r -+ r where 
r=vt,t+t. 
(4) Types with the shape pt. o1 . . .c, t, t E FV(a, ... om t), where 
cri ::= C(~ + IV’s/ ps (S # t) are terminal objects in this interpretation (e.g., ,ut, 
t + t). Proof hint: use lA z 1 (1 terminal object), indexed product of 
terminal objects is terminal and the construction of the fixed point. 
4.9. Higher Order Domain Equations 
Consider the full set-theoretic functional hierarchy over the space (cuper, 
d). There is a very simple way to inherit the structure of complete metric 
space. Namely, inductively define the distance dKaH between two func- 
tionals F, G from the space K to the space H as follows: 
d K=.H(F, G) =d max{d,(F(L), G(L)/L functional in K). 
Of course, a simply typed L-calculus enriched with type constructors V 
and + (i.e., the type constructors of Girard’s system F”) can be inter- 
preted in this set-theoretic structure. 
The problem that remains to be solved is that of the characterization of 
the contractive, definable operators. This seems a nontrivial task as in this 
case the language of type constructors includes higher order features. 
5. ANOTHER APPROACH TO RECURSIVE TYPES 
In this section we will adapt to our context and generalize a solution to 
the problem of interpreting recursive types in realizability structures due to 
Mario Coppo (Coppo, 1985; Coppo and Zacchi, 1986). This approach is 
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more elementary as it does not require the introduction of topological 
notions and it gives an additional insight into the construction of the limit 
(used in 6.3) but indeed it is our personal experience that it is harder to 
grasp and explain as we have to rely on merely combinatorial notions. 
By a more careful analysis we are able to eliminate a syntactic restriction 
on the set of interpretable types in Coppo and Zacchi, who exclude the 
“non-contractive” ones. Similar results have been obtained independently 
and at about the same time by Felice Cardone (1988) by means of a 
slightly different technique. 
5.1. DEFINITION (Rank). The rank of a second-order recursive type is 
given by the number of the external quantifiers V and p. That is, if 
~lzQ,t~...Q,f,,./?, where n>O, Q,e{V,p}, and /I does not begin with a 
quantifier then rank(a) = n. 
The idea is to build the solution of the fixed point equation as the “limit” 
of a certain growing succession of “approximations.” 
5.2, DEFINITION. We define a function R: w x Tp x TenY + cuper 
(Ten” z TV,, + cuper) by induction on the pair (n, rank(a)) (with the usual 
lexicographic order), a type, q type environment: 
(0) W-4 a, 7) = ((1, 1)) 
(var) Nn + 1, t, VI= v(t) n D,+ 1 x D,+ I 
t-1 R(n+1,a~8,r)=R(n,8,~)R’~or.n)nDn+l~Dn+, 
w R(n+l,Vt.a,r)=n,,,,,R(n+l,cl,qCAltl) 
(PL) R(n+l,~Lt.C(,~)=R(n+l,ol,rtCR(n,~t.cr,?)ltl). 
Note. By inspecting the definition is readily realized that R(n, a, q) is a 
cuper in D, x D,, since cuper is closed under arbitrary intersections and 
((I, I)}, D, x D, are cuper’s. Observe that in the “potentially circular” 
clauses V and p the rank of the type decreases. The second tricky point 
consists in observing that although the exponentiation is a antimonotone 
{ R(n, a, q)/n < o} is a growing sequence as shown by the following lemma. 
5.3. BASIC LEMMA. For all n, a, q: R(n, a, q) = R(n + 1, a, q) n D, x D,. 
Proof By induction on (n, rank(a)). 
n = 0. Trivial, {(I, I)} is the least cuper w.r.t. set-theoretic contain- 
ment. 
PI = m + 1. Proceed by case ana/y.sis on tz. 
(var) Just recall that: D, + I 2 D,. 
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( + ) We will show the two inclusions. Suppose (f, g)E R(n + 1, 
a--r/?,q)nD,xD,. ThenfR(n,a+/I,q)g, since: dR(n-l,a,?)e’>ind.hyp, 
dR(n, a, q) e *&f. fW4 P, rl) ge ain&hyp.fdR(n - 1, B, rl) ge (note that, e.g., 
fdEDD,-,). 
Vice versa, let (S, g) E R(n, c( -+ 8, q). Then (f, g) E D, x D, and 
mn + 1, a --) B, 9) g, since: dNn> 4 ul) e ==‘def. 4- 1 m  4 II) en- 1 *ind.hyp. 
d,-1R(n-l,cc,r)e,-,~d,f. fd,-,R(n-l,B,~)ge,~,-fdR(n-l,P,q)ge 
=c-. Ind. hyp. fdW, k v) S 
(v) R(% vl ’ ‘% f’!) =def. fi~cuper Rfn, a* ~CAltl) =ind.hyp. fl~cuper 
(R(n + 1, a, vC4fl) n D,, x D,) = (fL..,,, W + La, rC4tl)) n D, x D, 
=def. R(n+l,Vt.a,r~)nD,xD,. 
bL) Let A =A R(% pf ’ a, ?) =def. Rcn? ay r]CRtn- l? pt ’ % ?bl) =ind.hyp. 
R(n+ 1, a, q[(R(n- 1, pt.ct, q)/t])nD,x D, and B=, R(n+ 1, pt.@, q)n 
D, X Dn = def. R(n + 1, u, vrCR(n, w .a, v)ltl) n D, x D,. 
Observe that the two expressions do not quite match since by ind. hyp. 
we just have: R(n - 1, pt. c1,~) = R(n, pt. LX, r) n D, _ I x D, ~_, . Therefore, 
we need some further analysis on the structure of CC 
If t 4 FV(cr) then A = B, since clearly R(n, CX, q) depends on r) only w.r.t. 
the value of the variables free in ~1. 
If teFF’(/(cl) and a=Q,t, . . . Q, t,$ + y (n > 0), then when we evaluate 
the relation corresponding to the variable t we are only interested in the 
elements in D,- 1 x D,- I (the ( + ) clause decreases n). 
If tcFV(cc) and cx = Q, t, . ..Q,,t,t (n>/O), then, in general, 
Rh u, v) = v(t) n D,, x D,. 
Hence A = R(n, pt. a, q) = R(n + 1, LX, q[R(n, pt .a, q)/t]) n D, x D, = B. 
Q.E.D. 
5.4. DEFINITION. Define R: Tp x r,,, -+ cuper as follows: dR(cc, q) e iff 
Vn<o, d,,R(n,a,q)e,, and set [pt.cr],=, R(pt.cqq). 
The following theorem says that the previous definition makes sense and 
that it is an extension of the intended interpretation. 
5.5. THEOREM. (1) R(Lx, q) is the completion ofthe uper: U,<, R(n, a, q). 
(2) Besides: 
R(a + fi, q) = R(/?, rj)“‘“, q, 
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Proof: (1) We just mention the main steps: (a) R(cr, ye) is a per. (b) V’n, 
R(a, q) 3 R(n, a, q), since dR(n, a, q) e * Vm, d,R(n, a, v) e,. (c) By delini- 
tion, R(u, q) is uniform. (d) Completeness easily follows by the continuity 
property of D. (e) Clearly each cuper containing R = IJ, c v) R(n, a, q) has 
to contain R(a, q) as every element in this cuper is the sup of a directed set 
in R (see proof of Theorem 4.4). 
(2) ( --t ) We show the two containments. Suppose fR(a +/?, q)g 
and dR(cr, q) e. Recall that: fd = U, <w f, + r A,,. Therefore it is sufficient to 
prove: h L,+14,R(n, P, v)g n+ r e, that trivially follows by a rewriting 
of the hypothesis. Vice versa, suppose fR(& q)R’a2qJg and dR(n, a, q) e. 
Then dR(n, a, rl)e * Ma, ale *fdNB, v)ge * (fd,LRh P, v)(ge,), = 
fn+IWn~~~~)gn+te. 
(V) fR(tltcx, q)g iff Vn, fnR(n, Vt . a, q) g, iff VA cuper Vn, 
LW, a, rlCNtl)g, iff VAcuperfNa, vC4tl)s. 
(p) fR(pt a, q)g iff Vn, f,R(n, pt d ~1, rl)gn iff Vn, 
f,,R(n, a, vCR(n- 4 ~?.a, v)ltl)g, iff' Vn fJ(n, CW.@I a, v)g, iff 
fR( CP~ . @I ~(3 ~1 g. 
If t 4 FL’(N): trivial. If t E FV(c() and CI - Q, t, .. . Q, t, t (n 2 0), then 
R(n,n,tl[R(n-l,~t.a,rl)/tl)=R(n-l,Clt.cr,?)=R(n,~t.a,rl) 
= R(n, [pt. a/t1 ~1, rl). 
If teFV(a) and crrQ,t, . . . Qn t,,j? + y (n 2 0), observe that when we 
evaluate the relation corresponding to the variable t we are only interested 
in the elements in D, _ 1 x D, _, . Q.E.D. 
The additional insight given by this technique is summarized in the 
following proposition saying that the n th iterates of a definable operator r 
cut at the nth level are a growing sequence. It immediately follows that the 
interpretation of recursive types just given coincides with that in the 
previous paragraph. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. For all t type variables a type, q type environment let 
r I,a,tl zabr. r=A 1A . [a],CA,rl and r” =abr, To ... or, n times. Then, 
R(n,~t.cr,?)=T”(l)nD,2. 
Proof Proceed by induction on n; by now it is a simple exercise. 
Q.E.D. 
’ As in the lemma we need some analysis on the structure of CL 
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6. SOME LOCAL PROPERTIES OF MODELS 
In this paragraph some results about term equations, type isomorphisms, 
and type equalities that hold in the models introduced are presented. 
We assume that Fix (see 2.3) is I-definable by a fixed-point combinator 
Y. E.g., in continuous A-models (see Barendregt, 1984) every fixed-point 
combinator defines Fix. 
6.1. Term Equations 
6.1.1. DEFINITION. Define a function erasure er: Typed-terms + Type- 
free-terms u {E} (E empty string) by induction on M: er(MN) = 
er(M) er(N); er(A4a) = er(M); er(AxU.M)=Ix.er(M); er(lt .M)= 
er(M); er( YM) = Y er(M) (Y fixed-point combinator). er(fold,, .J = 
er(unfold,, J = E. 
6.1.2. DEFINITION (Compatible environments). Let q: Type Var + Ob, , 
~:TywdVar+U,..,, D/A, 5: Var -+ D, where we assume that for all 
typed variables x’, ys if a #/I then x # y. We say that (q, p, 5) are 
compatible iff 
Vx” E Typed Var, p(x”) E D/Cal, and 5(x) E PWf. 
The following precisely defines the relation between the interpretations of 
a typed term and its erasure. It extends a result in Mitchell (1986) 
concerning the pure second-order I-calculus. 
6.1.3. THEOREM. Given M, N: CL, denote with PC”’ the U-term corre- 
sponding to the BT(P) (BT for Bohm tree) cut at the n th level. Then for all 
q, p, 5 compatible the following holds: 
(1) CM&= C~er(~)l~lca~~c- Besides if D is a continuous A-model 
then: 
(2) BT(er(M)) = BT(er(N)) 3 C + M= N. 
(3) CMIFv= KLu lMWC”ll~l,,,,,. 
ProoJ (1) By induction on the structure of M. The thesis is equivalent 
to: [er(M)]y E [A4]:7. 
A4 = x’. Immediate, by the definition of compatible environment. 
Mr Ix”. NB. Consider the term interpretation. Let d[a], d then 
Clx . eW8)lt;~ = bWB)lccdixI E IINplpC~~~~~l~,+~~,, by inductive 
hypothesis. 
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MzN”‘B Pa. If N is a constant see following cases, o.w.: 
[er(N”+PP”)]c = [er(N”+“)][ . [er(P”)][ E [N”‘pPa]pq by inductive 
hypothesis on N and P. 
M-At. Ma and M= M”‘.‘fl. Analogous to the previous cases. 
The following two cases make sense respectively in c(u)per and in cuper: 
ME YN*‘“. [er( YN”“)le = Fix[er(N”‘“)le E Fix,,,, [N”‘“],,. 
ME fold N or M= unfold N. Recursive equations are solved up to 
equality. 
(2) A continuous l-model equates terms with the same Bohm trees, by 
(1) we can conclude that the interpretation of the typed terms is the same. 
(3) We have just rewritten (1) using the approximation property of D. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) One good reason to choose a I-model rather than a pea 
in the model constructions previously given, is that there is a very simple 
way to compute a syntactic expression (i.e., the erasure) whose denotation 
is a realizer for the interpretation of the typed term. 
Another important aspect is the possibility of giving a unified semantic 
treatment of types a’la Church (explicit typing) and a’la Curry (type- 
inference). Indeed per structures also provide models for type free 
languages with a type assignment system via the so-called quotient-set 
semantics (Scott, 1976). 
(2) Theorem 6.1.3. gives only a suy’jicient condition to equate typed 
terms. E.g., the following equation holds: (cu)per b Ax”“. x”.‘(Vt. t) = 
~Xvt.r.Xv’.r Nevertheless sound equations like: (c)per b Ax”. ’ + VI. ’ . 
Q .~xv’.l~V~.,~~xv’.‘~v’.~.~~vr.r-.V~.r.yV~.’~v’.* vt.t-\rt.t require a liner 
analysis. The point is that terms that can be distinguished in a type free 
discipline can very well be equated in a typed one. E.g., recall that the 
erasure of a pure second-order I-term is strongly normalizable hence by 
Bohm’s theorem no two distinct such terms can be consistently equated in 
a I-model, whereas this can be the case in the typed model as shown by 
the previous equation. 
6.1.4. Excursus. In 6.1.3 we give a weak form of the approximation 
theorem, as we have to make a detour through the approximations of the 
erasure of the typed term. Indeed we have not defined a complete partial 
order on the quotient space D/A, for A cper, so it is not even possible to 
formulate the classical theorem of the type-free case. We are going to define 
another subcategory of per’s &per), it will be useful to suggest two ideas: 
(i) There are many more conditions that can be imposed on per’s 
and that still lead to full Cartesian closed subcategories, in this sense the 
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situation is analogous to that arising in domain theory where a number of 
interesting subcategories of cpo’s have been considered. 
(ii) It seems relevant to order the quotient space D/A; this could 
lead to a nicer formulation of the approximation theorem and more 
interestingly to an O-category (Wand, 1979; Smyth and Plotkin, 1982). 
DEFINITION. Suppose that D, our A-model in 1.1, is a complete lattice 
and D x D g D. Say that A is a Zcper (1 for lattice) iff 
(i) A is a cper 
(ii) every equivalence class in D/A is a “full” complete sublattice, i.e., 
dAda n VIA A” CdL and d<e<f, dAf +dAe. 
In other words an equivalence class is completely determined by its 
largest and least elements. Also observe that if a, b E D/A then a = b iff 
(U a) n (iJ b) > (n a) u (n b). The morphisms are still like in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION. leper is a ccc and it is closed under arbitrary set theoretic 
intersections. 
Proof: Left to the reader, see 1.4. Q.E.D. 
It is now possible to define various, simple partial orders on the quotient 
spaces, e.g., let A be a leper, a, b E D/A: (1) a < b iff U a < U b; (2) a < b iff 
n a d n b; (3) a G b iff (n a, lJ a) 6 (0 b, U b). Nevertheless none of these 
partial orders has satisfying completeness properties or behaves smoothly 
w.r.t. the functional composition. Indeed the realized set-theoretic functions 
are not even monotonic w.r.t. the order on the quotient space. We wonder 
if it is possible to get around these drawbacks by adding further constraints 
to the per’s structure and/or to the underlying &model. 
6.2. Unsolvable Types 
In Amadio (1988) we study a fixed-point extension of the second-order 
I-calculus (Section 2) and we introduce a notion of unsolvable type, i.e., a 
type whose terms are all observably equivalent to I, the everywhere 
undefined term. Model theoretically this condition can be rephrased in the 
category c(u)per by considering types whose interpretation is a terminal 
object. 
Of course if the model is adequate (i.e., observationally equivalent terms 
are equated in the model) we have: [CX] r 1 (terminal object) + tl 
unsolvable. Terms having unsolvable types carry no information; hence 
their value can be statically determined without performing any reduction. 
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The following proposition determines a rather interesting class of 
unsolvable types (we were unable to find a syntactic proof of this fact). 
Let c( be a closed nonrecursive type. We can always reduce cx to a 
semantically equal type of the form ~1’ = Vt, . . . Vr, Vt .rr, -+ . . ’ -+ 6, -+ t, 
where a,(t) -pi . ..pLiz’. pj can be either a quantification or of the shape 
z -+ (every type expression is intended associated to the right). 
Let l.=, {(I, I)>, ‘t 1 IS a terminal object in c(u)per and the least 
c(u)per w.r.t. set containment. 
6.2.1. PROPOSITION. Iffov i = 1, . . . . n and j= 1, . . . . ni, Neg(t, pi) (Dejki- 
tion 3.4) then [u]~(“‘~~~ is a terminal object. 
Proof: Observe that the indexed product (or the intersection) of 
terminal objects is still a terminal object, so it will be enough to prove that 
the interpretation of: p z Vt . u,(t) -+ ... -+ a,(t) + t is a terminal object; 
i.e., VT vf; fC8l,f=dYl,~. 
By definitions, fCPI,S iff VA Vi Vdiei, diC~il,~A,rle,* 
fd, . ..d.Afe, . ..e.,. Consider the c(u)per 1 i and observe that A 3 1 I = 
Vi(d, [ ailtlCAlr, e, * di [ gi]VC,i,r, ei) (by the hypothesis that t occurs 
negatively)=+fd, . ..d.=fe, . ..e.=1. Q.E.D. 
Note. Example: Vt . ((Vs. t -+ S) + t) is unsolvable. Observe that there is 
no relation between solvability and provability (i.e., existence of a pure 
closed term of the given type), e.g.: Vt. (t + t) + t is unprovable but 
solvable (a natural choice for an observable value is: It. Ix’ . xl). By 
syntactic means it is proved in Amadio (1988) that with reference to 6.2.1 
if 3i, ci= Vtz, ..~,t then CI is solvable. 
6.3. Type Containments 
Every recursive type can be “unfolded” so to generate an infinite regular 
tree according to the following (partially) formal definition. We recall that 
regular trees are characterized as those trees that have a finite number of 
subtrees; they have a theory very much related to that of regular languages 
(see Courcelle, 1983). 
6.3.1. DEFINITION. Denote with Tree(Z) the collection of possibly 
infinite, finitely branching labelled trees over the alphabet of ranked sym- 
bols (the rank being shown as a superscript): Z= {lo, To, to, so, . . . . Vt’, 
Qs’, . . . . +‘/t, s type variables}. We denote with A, B, . . . trees in Tree(Z). 
The following schemas are supposed to suggest a formal definition of the 
regular tree associated to a recursive type that goes by induction on the 
structure of the type and the length of the path ZE o* whose associated 
label (if any) we are defining: 
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T(t) = t T(a-+p)= -+ T(Vt.a)= Vt 
/ \ I 
T(a) T(8) T(a) 
T(pt . a) = I if a E Bat(t), where a E Bat(t) 
iffa~Qtl...Qt,.t,Q::=Vl~,n~,O. 
T(@ . a) = T( [pf . a/t] a), otherwise, i.e., 
eithert$FV(a)ora~Qt,~~~Qt,~a,-ra,. 
An ordering on trees. We define < as the least binary relation on 
Tree(C) satisfying: 
A=A*A4A; I*A; A 4 T. 
A’@A, B<<B’* -+ 
/ \B+B, 
andtlt Vt 
A 
p;, 
Let A E Tree(C), z a path then the tree Al, resulting from cutting A at the 
kth level is defined as 
A\,Jz)=~ case(A(n)t or (n( <k):A(n); InI b-k: t; 
(In]=k,A(z)J,Pos(A,n)): 1; (Inl=k,A(n)l,Neg(A,n)):T, 
where 1x1 is the path length; Pos(A, n) (Neg(A, x)) iff in the path 71 we 
select the left subtree of a tree whose root is + an even (odd) number of 
times (i.e., just the usual notion of positive (negative) occurrence). We say 
A < B iff Vk = (A,, Q B,k). 
6.3.2. LEMMA. (Substitution and unfolding). Let n E CO, a and /? types, q 
type environment. Then : 
(1) W, WI 4 q)= Nn, a, sCW4 B, rl)/tl). 
(2) Nn, PLY + a, VI) = Nn, I%. @I 4 ~1. 
ProoJ: (1) By induction on n and the structure of a. 
(2) Easy corollary of (1). Q.E.D. 
6.3.3. THEOREM. Gioen a, /I types if Ta-+ T/3 then Vq[a],c [PI,. 
Proof. For each type a let (a), denote a new type whose intended inter- 
pretation is: [(a),lv =d [a],, n 0:. It has been shown in 5.5 that [a], is 
the completion of (U,<, [(a)Jo). 
Now we define an interpretation for trees. 
To every tree Al, there corresponds a unique type and its interpretation 
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(suppose [1], =d ((I, I)} and [T], =d 0’). Let [A], be the completion 
of (lJk <o [Alk],). Of course we have defined the cut in such a way that the 
interpretation of Al, approximates the interpretation of A. 
Next we show [a], = [Ta],. Observe Vk, [Alk], E [Alk+ilrl c [A],. 
The second inclusion is trivial; for the first one use the compositionality of 
the semantics and the properties of positive and negative occurrences. 
It is not difficult to prove the following fact: Vna 3N Vk > N, [(a),],, = 
[(Taj,),],. Therefore: [a],~ [Ta],. Vice versa, Vk, [Ta(,],c [a],. This 
is based on: cuper k pr. a = I if a E Bot( t), cuper )= pr . cx = [,uf. a/t] a and 
the properties of positive and negative occurrences. 
Eventually observe: Ta < Tj3 o Vk( Ta(/, 4 T/?(J and Tal, e Tblk 3 
[Talk],” [T/31k],; hence, Ta< TP*Vn[al,c E/3],. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) (On characterizing valid type-containments) In Amadio 
(1989) it is shown that as long as we do not consider second-order types 
and we give an F-semantics to type expressions (see note 1.4) the condition 
in Theorem 6.3.3 is also necessary. As for pure second-order types Mitchell 
(1988) presents a characterization of type containments valid in all models. 
We wonder if it is possible to get a completeness theorem for the combina- 
tion of the two theories. 
(2) Bruce and Longo (1988) propose to interpret the standard 
relation of subtyping arising in typed, functional languages with multiple 
inheritance as type containment in per models. Briefly the semantic 
justification is that: [a] G [/?I o 3! c: [a] + [/?I (identity realizes c). In 
words, A is a subtype of B iff there is a (unique) morphism from A to B 
(playing the role of a coercion) that is realized by the identity. This is not 
the right place to start an extended discussion on the semantics of 
inheritance (see, e.g., Amadio, 1989); however, it should be clear that 
Theorem 6.3.3 suggests a rule for the subtyping of recursive types; indeed 
such rule is stronger than other rules in the literature and seems suitable 
to an efficient mechanization. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we try to substantiate the thesis that realizability inter- 
pretations provide an interesting basis for the semantics of programming 
languages, integrating the domain theoretic approach. In particular, we can 
construct quite interesting and manageable models of typed functional 
languages. 
The models studied give deep insights into the properties of such 
languages although they suffer from a typical drawback of denotational 
semantics, namely their equational theories are hard to characterize and 
typically they are not even r.e.. Therefore there are obvious difficulties 
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to extract from the models and justify a finitary programming logic (see 
Section 6). 
In a sense this seems unavoidable as the properties we are interested in 
(e.g., program equivalence) are inherently non-r.e. Nevertheless, a theory 
can justify its existence by being successful in deriving a large amount of 
interesting facts (like Peano arithmetic). An example of this phenomena in 
the programming field is Scott’s LCF whose design principles are based on 
domain theory. 
It should be recognized though that in the model theory of programming 
languages there is no such structure that can play the privileged role of, 
e.g., the natural numbers in arithmetic; hence it is important to study and 
compare classes of models and derive completeness theorems. It is our hope 
that starting from the concrete models presented here a fruitful process of 
abstraction of their relevant properties can be carried out. 
Going back to our work a variety of technical issues remain to be 
explored; among other we select the remarks in 1.5.2 on internal 
definability, 6.1.4 on ordering the quotient space, and 6.3 on type-contain- 
ments. More generally we think it worthwhile to develop an abstract 
framework (getting inspiration from previous work on Scott’s domains) 
that connects such notions as computability, partiality, topology, and 
ordering. 
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